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OIL FREE AIR COMPRESSPR                              

No. Picture Model Voltage Power Air flow rate Tank Net Dimension 
(L*W*H) CM

Net Weight 
(KG)

1

HC5501-25

100-415V
50-60Hz

550W 
 3/4 HP 35L/min @ 8 bar 25 liter 40.8*40.8*53 25

HC7501-30 750W 
1.0 HP 50L/min @ 8 bar 30 liter 40.8*40.8*59.5 29

2

HC5502-50

100-415V
50-60Hz

2*550W 
1.5 HP 70 L/min @ 8 bar 50 liter 67*37.6*65.8 49

HC7502-50 2*750W 
2.0 HP 100 L/min @ 8 bar 50 liter 67*37.6*68.3 54

3

HC5503-70

100-415V
50-60Hz 

3*550W 
2.2 HP 105 L/min @ 8 bar 70 liter 94.5*37.55*70.2 71

HC7503-70 3*750W 
3.0 HP 150 L/min @ 8 bar 70 liter 94.5*37.55*72.7 77

4

HC5504-120

100-415V
50-60Hz

4*550W 
3.0 HP 140 L/min @ 8 bar 120 liter 109*40.7*73.2 94

HC7504-120 4*750W 
4.0 HP 200 L/min @ 8 bar 120 liter 109*40.7*75.6 102

5

HC1509

100-415V
50-60Hz

550W 
 3/4 HP 35L/min @ 8 bar 9 liter 64*27*55 18.5

HC1709 750W 
1.0 HP 50L/min @ 8 bar 9 liter 64*27*55 18.5



6

HC1506

100-415V
50-60Hz

550W 
 3/4 HP 35L/min @ 8 bar 6 liter 50*47.5*56 20.2

HC1706 750W 
1.0 HP 50L/min @ 8 bar 6 liter 50*47.5*56 20.5

7

HC2550

Customized 

2*550W 
1.5HP 70 L/min @ 8 bar 50 liter 75*36.5*59.5 50

HC2750 2*750W 
2.0 HP 100L/min @ 8 bar 50 liter 75*36.5*59.5 54

Quotation sheet for compressor with Silent Box  40dB(A)-53dB(A)

No. Picture Model Voltage Power Air flow rate Tank Net Dimension 
(L*W*H) CM

Net Weight 
(KG)

1

HC1504X

100-415V
50-60Hz

550W 
 3/4 HP 35L/min @ 8 bar 

4 liter

51.5*19.9*47.2 17

HC1704X 750W 
1.0 HP 50L/min @ 8 bar 51.5*19.9*47.2 21

2

HC1530X

100-415V
50-60Hz

550W 
 3/4 HP 35L/min @ 8 bar 

30 liter

55*55*85 cm 62

HC1730X 750W 
1.0 HP 50L/min @ 8 bar 55*55*85 cm 65

3

HC 1100-50X

100-415V
50-60Hz

 1100W  
1.5HP 100L/min @ 8 bar

50 liter

85*57*97 cm 91

HC 1500-50X  1500W  2HP 120 L/min @ 8 bar 85*57*97 cm 95

Notes:

Delivery time : 5-10 working day depends on the quantity of order ;

Packing : 1 pcs / wooden case ;  

Payment terms : T/T ，30% in advance ，70% balance payment be paid before shipment 

Warranty :  Two years ;



Main Spare parts





Comparisions

Items HCEM comparision pictures Comparision and analysis

Apperance
HCEM brand air tank use the jade powder sparying, smoothly touch exterior, high 
absorption ability. As the common type a lot of particle on the apperance, uneven painting 
make it easy to fall off.

Pressure 
switch

1. HCEM brand air compressor use LEFOO brand pressure switch ( the best brand in China 
). Under the high humity, heavy duty and high temperature working condition, it has the 
excellent insulating property.

2. It's rigid, antiflaming, heat proof, capable of heavy duty work.

3. Precise highest pressure and best pressure control ability, good for the no-load, up-load, 
shut down precise automatic control. Under the same bad working condition, for the 
common type pressure switch can not have the precise control over the start and stop of 
the air compressor.

4. The pressure switch can be used more than repeated 100,000 times without 
abnormality. 
18A carrying current is safe and reliable, and the silver plating of the contacts makes the 
contact smoother.

Oil-water 
separator and 

40 gauge
Its filtration accuracy is 5UM, so it can effectively avoid dust and impurity pollution.

Magnetic valve
HCEM brand magnetic valve adopt the larger size unload tube, shorten the unloading 
time, it can ensure the safety restart of the host.

High pressure 
hose

1. The inner core of the metal hose is made of Teflon, it is resistant to pressure and 
temperature, it's not corroded easily, so it has a longer service life. The outer part of the 
metal hose adopts the 304 steel wire winding tightly method, so it can effectively avoid 
the foaming problem and the safety hazard which are caused by the pressure. The sealing 
structure of the metal hose adopts the taper seal of the 304 inner core, so it can ensure its 
good use effect and longevity.

2. The common air compressor using the ordinary rubber tube, chrome plating connector 
and the chrome plating iron mesh, easy to deteriorate. It's very soft, so it's easy to bose, 
easy to leak and corrosion. As the rubber yube under high temperature will cause air 
contamination, it will cause smell in the compressed air.

Safty valve 
We use well-known brand of safety valves, it has multiple certifications, the performance 
is stable and reliable.

Fittings

1. The material is H62 high grade copper.
It uses a flexible connecting method, so it's easy to assemble and disassemble, easy to 
repair but not easy to rust.

2. It's more durable and anti-corrosion. For the common type all use the common steel, as 
the connector using the copper material. If the connecting tube is the hard texture, it will 
be easy to crack. It's not convenient for users.



Connector
The material is H62 high grade copper.
It is not easy to rust, so it can avoid air pollution and safety hazards caused by rust.

Silencer
Paper core filtration is superior to sponge filters. The paper core has a larger expansion 
area, so it is advantageous for air to enter, and the paper core is easy to replace, but the 
sponge filter is easy to block.

Air tank
The air tank has a unique anti-rust treatment on the inside tank surface. It guarantees the 
safety of the air tank and makes its lifetime longer.

Motor

All our products carry a standard two years warranty. In addition, some products have 
extended warranty, up to three years or five years . Consumable parts, like piston ring and 
cylinder, will not be covered by this warranty, but replacement parts can be purchased 
from us. 

Packing : Standard Export Packing 


